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DESK MONKEYS have gotten used  
to autosaved text. But electronic 
music producers are out of luck if 
their MacBook dies in the middle of 
an inspired recording sesh. That’s  
a problem programmer Steve Mar-
tocci was focused on fixing when he 
coded Splice, a tool that can back 
up musicians’ files to the cloud. 
He threw in some social features 
just before its October 2013 pri-
vate beta release, and the EDM 
community latched on fast: They 
started using social add-ons to 
make Splice into a sort of GitHub 
for DJs, where artists build and 
branch off tracks together, like pro-
grammers do when they collabo-
rate on code. ¶ Martocci answered 
their enthusiasm, building more 
coworking tools. “The concept is 
genius—you can see the plug-ins 
other artists are using and modify 
any available session,” says Lemuel 
Dufez of DJ duo Alesia, who used to 
export files track by track and share 
them with collaborators via email. 
But when Alesia opened its music 
to the Splice community, 100 pro-
ducers made remixes without a sin-
gle file transfer. ¶ Splice started 
out in electronica and hip hop, but 
Martocci sees it working for all 
digitally edited tunes. “That’s just 
about everything these days,” he 
says. Martocci is adapting Splice for 
other kinds of audio workstations, 
and Alesia’s Dufez is also hoping for 
live updating, so two users can work 
on the same track at the same time. 
Keep an ear out for the results at 
your next concert. — SHANE SNOW

BASS CAMP 
A GITHUB  
FOR DUBSTEP
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MOST BIG-CITY BARS have a reasonable selection of artisanal beers, but 
the delivery mechanisms are still off-the-shelf: A typical draft system 
delivers a fixed blend of gases that does  little more than keep the brew 
carbonated and push it from the walk-in fridge to the tap. “But those  
systems were built for Bud, Miller, and Coors,” Los Angeles brewpub 
owner Gabe Gordon says. And different beers want different gas levels. So  
Gordon built his own setup. ¶ He started by making separate regulators for 
each of the 22 taps at his bar, all hooked up to a board that has bright red 
dials for pressure control and switches for choosing a gas mixture. Bar 
 managers running the system—called the Flux Capacitor—can then send 
more carbon dioxide to a sour ale, say, or a 60/40 mixture of CO2 and nitro-
gen to a hoppy IPA. Those regulators also help Gordon keep his kegs at the 
right conditions—he has a colder walk-in for lagers and a warmer one for 
brews like stouts. “It’s my job to present the beer exactly how the brewer 
intended it to be,” Gordon says. One Stone Smoked Porter at 52 degrees, 
90 percent CO2, and pressurized to 25 psi, coming up.
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